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ABSTRACT

Background Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) is a minimally invasive therapeutic option to treat the sequelae of portal hypertension. It is unclear whether current international recommendations are reflected in current clinical practice across Australia and the extent of variations in care. This study aimed to address this gap in knowledge and benchmark the current landscape of TIPS services in Australia against international guidelines.

Methods We designed a 42-item questionnaire to practice-based recommendations and standards of international guidelines to investigate current landscape of TIPS service across four key domains: (1) service provision, (2) patient selection and indications, (3) best procedure practice, and (4) postoperative care.

Results Gastroenterologists from 29 major liver centres across Australia currently performing TIPS completed the questionnaire. Between 2017 and 2020, there were 456 elective TIPS insertions. More than half of respondents did not have institutional clinical practice protocols. There was marked variation in practices across institutions in terms of TIPS indications and patient selection. Despite variations, the success rate of elective TIPS was high at 91.7% (79–100%), with 86.6% (29–100%) for rescue TIPS. There was significant variation in postoperative follow-up and care.

Conclusion Current TIPS practice in Australia varies significantly across institutions. There is a need for a national consensus clinical practice guideline to improve access and minimise unwarranted variation. A national registry for TIPS could measure, monitor, and report on quality of clinical care and patient outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

More than four decades after its inception, transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) has become widely accepted as a minimally invasive therapeutic option for specific complications of portal hypertension. Despite a low level of invasiveness when compared with surgical portosystemic shunts, high efficacy, and a favourable safety profile even in vulnerable patients, TIPS uptake appears to be low in Australia. This has likely been fuelled by anecdotal reports of short-comings combined with local availability of technical TIPS expertise in Australia. Consequently, little is known about TIPS services in Australia and its outcomes.

Over recent years, clinical practice guidelines have increasingly recognised advances related to procedural techniques, TIPS stent technology, and the expanding list of indications for TIPS. However, little is known about many aspects of TIPS in Australia or whether current practices across institutions are in line with international standards.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ Over recent years, clinical practice guidelines have increasingly recognised advances related to procedural techniques, TIPS stent technology, and the expanding list of indications for TIPS. However, little is known about many aspects of TIPS in Australia or whether current practices across institutions are in line with international standards.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ There is marked variation in routine clinical practice across TIPS centres in Australia.
⇒ More than half of centres performing TIPS lack institutional practice-based protocols.
⇒ Despite robust evidence, survival benefit or clear recommendations, most centres reserve TIPS use for selected indications.
⇒ More than one-third of TIPS centres are not providing pre-emptive ‘early’ TIPS for qualifying patients.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

⇒ The recency of many practice-based recommendations and standards of practice guideline and/or lack of robust evidence for some high recommendations may explain the discordance in local practice.
⇒ The diverse TIPS landscape in Australia is an urgent reminder of the need for establishment of a national registry for TIPS and consensus clinical practice guideline.
technology, and the expanding list of indications. However, there remains an absence of up-to-date Australian guidance on TIPS referral pathways and practice guidelines. As a result, it is unclear whether current practices across institutions are in line with international standards.

To address the paucity of real-life data regarding TIPS indications, performance, patient selection, and management, we surveyed TIPS centres in Australia. Survey results were used to assess existing practices and to benchmark the current landscape of TIPS services against international guidelines and standards.

**METHODS**

**Questionnaire development**

A survey questionnaire was developed to assess and benchmark the current landscape of TIPS services in Australia against agreed international guidelines and protocols. The online survey included 42 questions across four key domains: (1) service provision, (2) patient selection and indications, (3) best procedure practice, and (4) postoperative care (see online supplemental appendix 1).

Respondents provided consent by completing the initial screening and consent question. The questionnaire was completed anonymously, with the respondents not asked for any identifying details regarding themselves or their institution. If participants opted to provide identifiable information, this information was deleted prior to analysis.

Section 1 included questions concerning the participant’s medical specialty and experience, as well as information about the institution in which they work, and the number of TIPS carried out from 2017 to 2019 (pre-COVID pandemic). Questions regarding the existence of available guidelines or standard of care protocols for TIPS and other questions related to service development were included. This was followed by clinical scenarios to explore institution-specific practices with respect to TIPS indications. Respondents were asked to answer based on the current practice at their institution. Scenarios were designed to include clinical indications for portal hypertensive bleeding, ascites, hepatic hydrothorax, and hepatorenal syndrome (HRS) and Budd-Chiari syndrome (BCS). Furthermore, experts were asked about the utility of TIPS for rarer indications. Participants were given choices regarding what they thought would be usual practice at their workplace.

In the third section, participants were asked about their approach to patient selection, pre-TIPS workup and procedural aspects of TIPS, with a focus on preoperative assessment of hepatic encephalopathy (HE) and preoperative cardiopulmonary and nutritional considerations. Participants were queried for their own individual expert opinion on mandatory investigations before TIPS, contraindications, and best procedural practices. The fourth section addressed postoperative care, regular observations and follow-up of patients after TIPS implantation.

**Distribution of the questionnaire and data collection**

The questionnaire was distributed by email to all centres performing TIPS in Australia between August and December 2022. Directors of gastroenterology and hepatology departments with expertise in endovascular management of portal hypertension, currently performing TIPS, were invited to participate. To ensure nationwide representation of all TIPS centres, the questionnaire was sent out via the Gastroenterological Society of Australia (GESA) Clinical Research Network (CRN). In total, 34 centres in Australia were identified across all states except the Northern Territory. A total of 23 responses were downloaded from the Qualtrics server in July 2023. If responses were incomplete, they were removed from the dataset (n=9).

**Data analysis and presentation**

All data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics V.28.01.1. Descriptive data are presented as the total number or percentages of participants responding in each category. Graphs were generated using GraphPad Prism V.9.0 (San Diego, USA). Figures were created with BioRender.com.

**RESULTS**

Of the 34 invited centres, 23 completed the questionnaire (67.6%). Respondents worked in the specialty of gastroenterology (13/23 (56.5%)) and hepatology (10/23 (48.5%)). TIPS centres were located in New South Wales (NSW; n=7), Victoria (n=6), Queensland (n=3), South Australia (n=2), Western Australia (n=2), Tasmania (n=2), and the Australian Capital Territory (n=1). The majority of respondents (74%) worked in tertiary hospitals without a liver transplantation unit, 26% worked in tertiary hospitals with a unit for liver transplantation.

**TIPS service provision in Australia**

Between 2018 and 2020, there were 456 elective TIPS insertions. Units offering TIPS services had a low median number of TIPS insertion per annum: 7 in 2017; 5 in 2018; and 5 in 2019. TIPS insertion occurred in centres with availability of multidisciplinary services with expertise in interventional radiology, gastroenterology/hepatology, anaesthesia, surgery, critical care medicine and other disciplines as required (haematology, cardiology, nephrology, microbiology, liver transplant unit). The majority of elective insertions were carried out in TIPS centres in NSW (36.2%), Victoria (27.2%) and Queensland (14.7%), representing states with the highest percentage of Australia’s population (78%) (figure 1).

International guidelines recommend that units offering a TIPS service should perform a minimum of 10 procedures per year due to the relationship between improved specialist expertise and better patient outcomes. Most of the surveyed TIPS centres indicated that TIPS units...
should perform a minimum of seven procedures per year (range 2–15) to be considered a TIPS centre. Seven units reported doing more than 10 elective procedures per year. At the same time, other units reported a total number of procedures performed (elective) in a year of one or less, raising the question of numbers required for competency and the need of centralisation of TIPS to high-volume centres of excellence to improve long-term outcomes.

A team-based approach to TIPS is recommended for all stages of TIPS planning and management.16 24 25 All respondents agreed that TIPS placement can be performed by a competent proceduralist while decisions to perform a TIPS, in line with international guidelines, should be reached by an expert team made of at least one interventional radiologist and a hepatologist given the need for ongoing liver care as well as the potential need for TIPS revision after insertion.

Institutional clinical practice guidelines or protocols for TIPS
Thirteen respondents (56.5%) reported that their centres do not have a documented TIPS model of care, standard of care protocols, or clinical practice guidance for any aspect of TIPS, while 10 (43.5%) said they have a guideline for some aspects of the TIPS procedure. When asked which of the following aspects of TIPS these guidelines related to, the 10 respondents with available guidelines answered as follows: TIPS indications (7, 30.5%), patient selection (6, 26%), pre-TIPS workup (8, 34.8%), TIPS procedure (7, 30.5%), postoperative complications (4, 17.4%), postoperative care <72 hours (6, 26%), postoperative follow-up >72 hours (4, 17.4%), and post-TIPS anticoagulants (2, 8.7%).

Patient selection and indications
Tables 1 and 2 summarise respondents’ feedbacks regarding scenarios where TIPS should be indicated.

TIPS for portal hypertensive bleeding
There was marked variation in response regarding indications of TIPS for portal hypertensive bleeding management and prophylaxis across institutions.

TIPS for ascites, HRS and hepatic hydrothorax
All respondents agreed that TIPS insertion is recommended for selected patients with cirrhosis and refractory or recurrent ascites, provided there is no contraindication to the procedure. The majority (22, 95.6%) indicated that TIPS can be considered in patients with hepatic hydrothorax on maximal medical therapy requiring frequent thoracentesis or with significant clinical symptomatology. There was a noticeable difference between surveyed experts on TIPS consideration for non-refractory ascites. 78.3% (18 centres) commented on the futility of TIPS in patients with ascites that is not refractory; however, three (13%) of respondent advocated that

Table 1  Respondent feedback regarding scenarios where TIPS for hypertensive portal bleeding should be considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIPS for hypertensive portal bleeding</th>
<th>Respondents (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salvage TIPS for acute gastro-oesophageal variceal bleeding refractory to endoscopic and drug therapy as defined by Baveno VII criteria, Child-Pugh Score (CPS) &lt;14.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-emptive (early—within 72 hours) TIPS in patients with acute variceal bleeding in haemodynamically stable patients with Child’s C disease C9–C13 or MELD≥19.</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary prevention of oesophageal variceal bleeding or GOV1 gastric varices.</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary prevention of gastric variceal bleeding (IGV1, IGV2, GOV2).</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For patients with bleeding from ectopic varices refractory to local and pharmacological therapies.</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For patients with bleeding from portal hypertensive gastropathy (PHG) refractory to non-selective beta blockers (NSBB) and iron therapy.</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-emptive TIPS for acute variceal bleeding in acute-on-chronic liver failure.</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOV, gastro-oesophageal varices; IGV, isolated gastric varices; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease; TIPS, transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TIPS can be indicated for selected cohorts of patients with no refractory ascites. In the context of HRS, almost three-quarters of respondents (17, 74%) have not considered TIPS for the management of patients with HRS-acute kidney injury. Only six (26%) centres have performed TIPS in patients with HRS type 1 and/or type 2.

**TIPS and hepatopulmonary syndrome**

More than half of the respondents (n=14, 61%) pointed out that TIPS is unlikely to have any therapeutic benefit for hepatopulmonary syndrome. In contrast, a narrow proportion of respondents (9, 39%) asserted that TIPS may be considered in patients with hepatopulmonary syndrome who have an established indication for TIPS such as diuretic refractory ascites.

**Budd-Chiari syndrome**

Nearly a third of respondents (7, 30%) indicated that they do not perform TIPS for patients with BCS at their centres, whereas 16 (70%) of respondents reported that their centres performed TIPS for selected patients with BCS. Of note, out of the 16 TIPS centres who perform TIPS for patients with BCS, six were transplant centres.

**Prophylactic TIPS prior to elective non-hepatic surgery in patients with portal hypertension**

A large proportion of respondents (16, 70%) were not in favour of performing prophylactic TIPS insertion in patients with compensated cirrhosis undergoing curative surgery for cancer. In contrast, seven (30%) of respondents stated that TIPS can prophylactically be used for patients with cirrhosis necessitating curative surgeries, vascular conditions like abdominal aortic aneurysm-open repair, and other abdominal surgeries.

**TIPS and idiopathic non-cirrhotic portal hypertension**

Idiopathic non-cirrhotic portal hypertension (INCPH) or portosinusoidal vascular liver disease is a rare cause of intrahepatic presinusoidal portal hypertension. Approximately one-third of respondents (7, 30%) suggested that TIPS creation should not be considered for patients with INCPH, while the remainder were inclined to consider TIPS for these patients, but exclusively for the same indications as cirrhotic portal hypertension.

**Portal vein thrombosis**

We found that practices across institutions varied, with nine respondents (39%) finding it appropriate to recommend the TIPS procedure for patients with portal vein thrombosis (PVT) and that the presence of PVT should not be considered as absolute contraindication for TIPS creation. When asked if they would perform TIPS procedures in patients with PVT and in the presence of venous cavernoma, the same experts generally felt uncomfortable to proceed with TIPS (18, 78.2%), likely owing to the presence of cavernoma that is associated with high failure rates and increased morbidity.

**TIPS and orthotopic liver transplant**

Current opinions demonstrate that whole-graft liver transplantation does not pose a major technical difficulty to TIPS. Only three surveyed centres (13%) indicated that they perform TIPS procedures in patients after orthotopic liver transplants, all of whom were leading TIPS providers in their respective states.

**Considerations before TIPS**

Patient selection for TIPS is a multidisciplinary decision that entails demographic, clinical, laboratory parameters, and preoperative considerations as well as standard...
HE is a frequent complication of all portosystemic shunts including TIPS.39 An episode of overt HE can occur in up to 50% of patients after TIPS.31-34 Nearly half of respondents (47.8%) recommend that at least two screening tests for HE should be performed before TIPS placement (figure 2). Almost a quarter of respondents (26.1%) said that they will perform only one test to screen for HE before TIPS, while 56.5% of respondents would recommend two or more tests. Notably, 17.4% reported that they will not screen for HE before TIPS.

Pre-TIPS assessment of encephalopathy
HE is a frequent complication of all portosystemic shunts including TIPS.39 An episode of overt HE can occur in up to 50% of patients after TIPS.31-34 Nearly half of respondents (47.8%) recommend that at least two screening tests for HE should be performed before TIPS placement (figure 2). Almost a quarter of respondents (26.1%) said that they will perform only one test to screen for HE before TIPS, while 56.5% of respondents would recommend two or more tests. Notably, 17.4% reported that they will not screen for HE before TIPS.

Age
The largest proportion of respondents (9, 39.1%) considered TIPS in patients above 70 a risky procedure. On the other hand, only 2 (8.7%) (>65 years), 3 (13%) (>75 years), 2 (8.7%) (>80 years), and 3 (13%) (>85 years) of respondents, respectively, considered these age cut-offs when TIPS becomes a risky procedure. Meanwhile, three (13%) of respondents said that there is no age cut-off when TIPS was perceived as risky procedure and one respondent could not specify an age cut-off for TIPS.

Cardiopulmonary assessment
Overall, respondents have said that candidate patients for TIPS should undertake the following assessments and diagnostic modalities prior elective TIPS insertion: contemporary echocardiographic measurement of both cardiac ventricular function (22, 95.65%); complete cardiopulmonary history and physical examination (21, 91.3%); 12-lead ECG for detection of arrhythmia (15, 65.2%); cardiologist consultation (5, 21.7%); and N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (4, 17.4%).

Further, when asked if they mandate Doppler echocardiography prior TIPS, 20 centres (87%) responded that Doppler echocardiography should be undertaken in all patients referred for elective TIPS.

Nutritional assessment
Sarcopenia, frailty, and malnutrition are prevalent among patients with decompensated cirrhosis.35-37 Fourteen (60.8%) of respondents acknowledged the need for nutritional assessment before TIPS placement, with eight (35%) of respondents recommending pre-TIPS patients undergo anthropometric and functional assessments for sarcopenia such as hand grip and short physical performance battery. Further radiological screening for sarcopenia was indicated by three (13%) of centres (CT, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA), etc).

Alcohol relapse is frequent following TIPS placement.36,37 Our data demonstrated marked variation in responses regarding routine alcohol use disorder (AUD) screening prior to TIPS shunt creation across institutions with just 60% of institutions actively screening for AUD.

Pre-TIPS assessments
If a patient is considered an appropriate candidate for TIPS, a comprehensive clinical history and physical examination are necessary. Figure 3 shows routine laboratory and instrumental investigations required prior to elective TIPS placement across institutions in Australia (current practice).

Best procedure practice
Absolute contraindications
Respondents enumerated a list of absolute contraindications to TIPS (medical and anatomical). Table 3 summarises TIPS centre responses regarding contraindications to TIPS.

Stents
While bare metal stents were standard in the past, expanded polytetrafluoroethylene-covered stents have become the current gold standard in routine practice mainly due to improved patency, ascites control, rebleeding prevention and cost-effectiveness.36

Centres were asked about the starting diameter of stent deployed during TIPS as this is a critical factor to potentially mitigate postoperative risk of HE. The deployment of controlled expansion stent exhibits incremental and reliable expansion of stent diameter. Only 11 out of 23 centres (39.3%) preferred expandable stents with a ‘dialable’ diameter of 8 or 10 mm stents. Two centres (7.15%) preferred larger diameter stents (12 mm) to achieve adequate portal pressure reduction. The remaining centres preferred smaller diameter stents such as 8 mm (6, 21.5%), or 10 mm (8, 28.6%) potentially because smaller portosystemic shunts are known to be associated with a lower risk of HE at cost of satisfactory portal pressure reduction.
The technical success of TIPS procedure is determined by effective puncture of the portal vein that does not extend towards the splenic/superior mesenteric vein confluence nor compromise future options for liver transplantation. Around one-third of hepatology representatives (7, 30.4%) reported they do not know the access technique used within their interventional radiology department, perhaps because all respondents self-identified as non-proceduralists (ie, interventional radiologists).

**Success rates**

In Australia, it is estimated that TIPS success rate of elective procedure according to 20 respondents (87%) is 91.65% (79–100%), while success rate of rescue TIPS is estimated to be 86.55% (29–100%).

**Postoperative care**

The level of care for postoperative patients with TIPS creation is inherently dictated by patient factors for developing TIPS-related haemodynamic compromise or immediate complication based on intraprocedural events. Based on respondents, patients are monitored in the general inpatient ward after TIPS creation (16, 69.5%), or the high dependence unit (HDU) (6, 20%).

Only one centre (4.34%) monitors postoperative patients in an acute care unit after TIPS creation where nurse to patient ratio is usually higher than of HDU.

**Testings following TIPS creation**

Patients who have undergone TIPS are regularly followed up by hepatologists/gastroenterologists and interventional radiologists to ensure ongoing management of chronic liver disease, postprocedural complications, and to determine any need for potential device revision. Results showed variation in responses regarding routine post-TIPS practices across institutions (figure 4).

**Post-TIPS HE screening**

Almost half of expert respondents believe that HE screening should start from <24 hours during postoperative period and a significant percentage of respondents (~40%) agreed that this practice should take place during follow-up period (figure 4A).

**Routine blood tests**

Complete blood count (CBC), Prothrombin time (PT)/International Normalized Ratio (INR), and metabolic panel usually are undertaken in all patients 24 hours after TIPS insertion. A significant proportion of respondents...
respondents reported that in patients with variceal bleeding undergoing TIPS, absolute portal pressure gradient before and after stent deployment. All respondents indicated that they measured portal pressure gradient measurement

acid (aspirin) for postoperative anticoagulation. heparin, and two centres (8.7%) preferred acetylsalicylic

tively, while 13 (56.5%) preferred low-level pressure gradient (PSG) above the accepted threshold of TIPS for variceal control, thereby lowers the chances of postprocedural HE and equally minimises the risk of variceal bleeding.

Anticipated discharge time after elective TIPS insertion for uncomplicated cases
The medical decision to discharge patients from one level of care to the next is individualised. Based on Australian centre responses, the anticipated postelective TIPS discharge time is 2.4 days (24 hours–4 days).

DISCUSSION
TIPS is a safe and minimally invasive therapeutic option to treat sequelae of portal hypertension. It is a standard treatment for patients with refractory ascites and variceal bleeding worldwide, providing long-term symptom control and prolonging transplant-free survival.

Improved endovascular techniques and TIPS stent technology have simplified TIPS placement and minimised complications in recent years, yet current attitudes regarding TIPS use in Australia vary enormously across institutions based on experience, knowledge, and risk aversion.

This national study has demonstrated that the TIPS procedure is not widely performed in Australia. Approximately 7.37 TIPS insertions were performed in Australia per million people in 2019 compared with 25.24 insertions per million people in Germany (2018). Until late 1990s, only one centre (Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, NSW) (population –6.5 million in 1990s) performed TIPS.

As TIPS requires a high degree of technical and clinical practice to achieve optimal patient outcomes, numerous studies have explored a link between higher TIPS procedure volume and better outcomes. An American study in 2017 found that the risk of inpatient mortality was lower in hospitals performing ≥20 TIPS per year.

by at least 50% from pre-TIPS baseline may also be useful. Postoperative management Post-TIPS HE

Treatment strategies for post-TIPS HE vary depending on the clinical presentation. Respondents reported that if a patient develops post-TIPS HE, their pharmacological management will include lactulose alone (23, 100%) as first-line medication, or in combination with rifaximin (22, 95.7%), cessation of proton pump inhibitors (8, 34.8%) and oral branched-chain amino acids (1, 4.3%). The persistence or refractory HE despite optimal medical therapy warrants endovascular shunt reduction, embolisation, or occlusion. Respondents reported that endovascular shunt diameter reduction to mitigate post-TIPS HE was performed in 17 centres (73.9%), while five (21.74%) favoured TIPS occlusion. Other centres (5, 21.74%) said that embolising competing spontaneous shunt may allow maintenance of post-TIPS portosystemic pressure gradient (PSG) above the accepted threshold of TIPS for variceal control, thereby lowers the chances of postprocedural HE and equally minimises the risk of variceal bleeding.

Anticoagulation

Experts were asked about coagulation agents and anti-platelet drugs that are routinely administered after TIPS. Ten respondents (43.47%) said that they would not administer anticoagulants <72 hours postoperatively, while 13 (56.5%) preferred low-molecular weight heparin, and two centres (8.7%) preferred acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) for postoperative anticoagulation.

Portal pressure gradient measurement

All respondents indicated that they measured portal pressure gradient before and after stent deployment. Respondents reported that in patients with variceal bleeding undergoing TIPS, absolute portal pressure gradient (PPG) reduction to <12 mm Hg or a relative reduction of PPG at least 20% from pre-TIPS baseline was their anticipated target. Recently, Baveno VII criteria have advised that a relative reduction of PPG

(82.6%) reported that CBC should be obtained in the first 24 hours after TIPS creation (figure 4B).

Doppler ultrasound

43.4% of respondents said that Doppler ultrasound would routinely be performed less than 72 hours after TIPS (figure 4C). A recent update from American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) guidance on the use of TIPS suggests that the frequency of Doppler ultrasound for TIPS placed for variceal bleeding at 1 week, 3 months and 6 months, and every 6 months thereafter to assess for patency.

Venography

More than 80% of respondents felt that it was not appropriate to perform venography during postoperative or follow-up periods. Only a narrow proportion of respondents (4.3%) suggested performing venography at <72 hours, >72 hours, 1 month, and 3 months, while 8.7% of respondents suggested performing venography at 1 year (figure 4D).

Early postoperative testings and management

Anticoagulation

Experts were asked about coagulation agents and anti-platelet drugs that are routinely administered after TIPS. Ten respondents (43.47%) said that they would not administer anticoagulants <72 hours postoperatively, while 13 (56.5%) preferred low-molecular weight heparin, and two centres (8.7%) preferred acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) for postoperative anticoagulation.

Portal pressure gradient measurement

All respondents indicated that they measured portal pressure gradient before and after stent deployment. Respondents reported that in patients with variceal bleeding undergoing TIPS, absolute portal pressure gradient (PPG) reduction to <12 mm Hg or a relative reduction of PPG at least 20% from pre-TIPS baseline was their anticipated target. Recently, Baveno VII criteria have advised that a relative reduction of PPG

Figure 4 Routine tests performed after elective transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) prior discharge or as part of follow-up. (A) Post-TIPS hepatic encephalopathy (HE) screening. (B) Complete blood count (CBC). (C) Doppler ultrasound. (D) Venography.
Consistent with this study, a recent Canadian study found that outcomes improved with units performing a minimum of 10 procedures per year. With only seven units performing more than 10 procedures in Australia, there is a need to address centralisation versus decentralisation of services: the advantage of centralised provision of TIPS would provide expert care, high-level infrastructure, state-of-the-art diagnostic tests and therapies. This, however, is challenging in the Australian context given the dispersion of the population over large geographical areas. Patients living in outer regional or remote areas of Australia are likely to face major barriers accessing TIPS centres. In fact, a retrospective study assessing the outcomes of TIPS at a low-volume single centre in South Australia concluded that low volume should not be a contraindication to providing a TIPS service given high technical and clinical success; however, the same study reported on the need for better understanding of institutional factors that may impact quality of service in low-volume centres. Ensuring equal access to TIPS centres and determining the extent of centralisation of TIPS provision will be an important aspect of any future regulatory frameworks and guidelines.

A case report published in 1997 described the first successful application of TIPS in Australia on a patient with tense ascites secondary to hepatic vein thrombosis. Despite this milestone, a significant proportion of TIPS centres limit TIPS use to routine clinical applications such as refractory ascites and variceal bleeding (ie, no expanding of indications). Moreover, approximately 35% of our respondents were not providing preemptive TIPS for qualifying patients (eg, acute variceal bleeding in patients with Child-Pugh class C9–C13) where moderate to high-level evidence recommendations exist and significant improvement in outcomes can be expected.

Our results highlight major challenges regarding available resources and the implementation of changes to practice suggested by the evidence, particularly with respect to patient selection, indication and procedural aspects of TIPS. We found significant variation in preoperative workup and postoperative follow-up. Intriguingly, the clinical standards were significantly different among TIPS centres, suggesting that some updated procedural aspects have not been implemented. This is possibly due to low-level evidence used in some consensus guideline recommendations that, although strongly recommended, have not been updated.

The likelihood of an unfavourable outcome following TIPS can be precipitated by various pre-existing clinical conditions. Patients with active sepsis or severe/uncontrolled HE, for instance, should not undergo TIPS. Meanwhile, the absence of a vascular access represents a technical contraindication to stent placement that can be overcome using alternative, although challenging, techniques to bypass this technical obstacle. Results of this survey demonstrate that a narrow proportion of centres consider performing TIPS despite these contraindications, highlighting significant knowledge gaps across some centres that have the potential to cause undue harm and complications.

Our study is limited by its small sample size and anonymity of participants, and therefore was not powered to make statistical comparisons between centres. Moreover, participants were not randomly selected but rather invited based on their known expertise in TIPS leading to the possibility of selection bias in responses. The retrospective nature of the study also increases the likelihood of recall bias.

Despite these shortcomings, this study provides valuable information on real-life institutional practices and current TIPS services. Our survey, formulated according to standards set by international guidelines, can be deployed again in the future to capture changes in workforce practice and preferences over time. It can also be repurposed to inform needs for national initiatives targeted to specific specialties or to evaluate change/upskill in their knowledge, practice, or preferences.

It should be highlighted that the international TIPS consensus guidelines from established scientific societies are relatively recent and therefore this can explain the discordance between practice-based recommendations of various international organisations and changes in local Australian practice. In addition, more than half of Australian TIPS centres lack institutional guidance regarding many aspects of TIPS procedures. This work highlights the need to develop a TIPS consensus guideline that will lead to improved practice. Ultimately, adherence to these best practice recommendations and best procedural aspects may lead to system-level improvement in TIPS uptake, quality of care and patient outcomes. The diverse TIPS landscape in Australia is yet another reminder for the need to establish a national registry for TIPS. Such a registry can measure, monitor, and report on the quality of clinical care and patient outcomes. These data will reflect national statistics on the role of TIPS, inform policy concerning health resource utilisation, identify areas of need as well as reduce unwarranted variations in care. Finally, an Australian registry will promote evidence-based clinical practice by assessing compliance with established best practice guidelines.

In conclusion, this study shows significant discrepancies between TIPS guidelines and routine clinical practice in Australia. This underscores the need to collect nationwide evidence on the performance and utilisation of TIPS that will underpin a more uniform approach to service provision in Australia.
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